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ABSTRACT 

The goals of this project were to continue the development of the existing WPI kite-

powered water pump and to design, build, and test a new concept for low-cost water pumps for 

underdeveloped nations.  To accomplish the first goal, testing and modification of kite 

depowering methods of the existing system were conducted in an effort to create a consistent 

periodic pumping motion for the rocking arm. The second goal involved creating a new system 

consisting of a rotating spool constructed from a bicycle wheel connected to a rotary windmill 

water pump. The rotary spool system was designed to achieve sufficient torque to turn the 

windmill water pump. Further field testing is needed to determine which design concept is the 

best option for providing water to developing nations. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The goals of this project are to improve the current WPI low-cost kite-powered water 

pump system as well as design a second kite-powered water pump system that utilizes rotational 

motion with a spool and gear mechanism. Both systems seek to use kite power to provide better 

access to water for developing countries. Water is a very important substance for the survival of 

life on earth. All plants and animals need water in order to survive (Environmental Health 

Directorate, Department of Health Western Australia, 2010). Besides drinking water for survival, 

people use water for a variety of other important purposes, including sanitation, irrigation, 

power, and waste disposal (Biswas 1981). It is important that the water used for these purposes is 

clean and free of germs and chemicals. In most industrially advanced countries, a person can 

access clean water by simply turning on their faucet, which leads to high water use. For example, 

the average person in the United States uses about 65 gallons of water per day (Biswas 1981). 

The water supply and usage in developing nations and remote areas is often quite different 

than in more industrialized countries. There are no water services that provide clean water to the 

people. Instead their sources of water are often ponds, lake, rivers, or rainwater (Biswas 1981). 

These sources of water are often used for a variety of purposes, including drinking and bathing, 

which causes contamination. Animals also commonly use the same water supply, leading to an 

even higher risk of contagion. Due to this contamination and risk of disease, the people in many 

areas avoid any water sources near their settlement and instead travel great distances to collect 

water (Biswas 1981). This has led some places to begin using different types of rainwater 

catchment systems to help subsidize their water needs. But in times of drought and minimal rain 

these systems capture very little and cannot provide enough water. 

Some regions have wells or pipelines that can access water either from deep in the ground 

or from miles away. Hand pumps are used in order to retrieve water from these wells, which 

limits the amount of water that can be drawn from the well to how quickly a person can pump 

(Bartosik, 2012). Pipelines are an effective way to bring water from the industrial areas of less 

developed countries to the rural areas. However, when these pipelines rupture and break down it 

puts a large number of people without water until the break can be fixed. These wells are also 

often left uncovered, allowing the water to become infested with debris and other harmful germs.  

The culmination of all these problems and issues have led many to search for alternative 

ways of accessing water. One method of doing this is through wind power, which can make 

water harvesting much more efficient and cost effective. Wind power is one of the lowest-priced 

renewable energy technologies available and can be built with minimal materials, making it a 

prime choice for underdeveloped nations. Wind is also a sustainable source and is in great 

abundance internationally, meaning that all nations have sufficient access to it (Environmental 

Health Directorate, Department of Health Western Australia, 2010). 

Our kite-powered water pump design uses both wind power and cheap, easily accessible 

materials to pump and harness the underground water supply. The kite itself can reach higher 

altitudes than most land-based wind turbines, allowing it to supply greater amounts of power, 

while the system does not require electricity or human interaction, thus saving both time and 

energy. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 AIRBORNE WIND ENERGY 
Airborne Wind Energy systems generate energy using high altitude wind power. There are 

many different types of AWE systems that use and store wind energy in a variety of ways, 

including utilizing on-board generation and multiple kites. Many different companies have 

invested and created airborne wind energy devices due to the many advantages that high altitude 

winds provide. All of this is discussed more in depth in the following sections. 

 

2.1.1 Benefits of Renewable Energy 

 Airborne Wind Energy systems generate usable power through the use of airborne 

devices either flying freely in the air or tether to the ground (Diehl, 2013). There are many 

benefits associated with these devices due their use of a renewable resource; wind. Utilizing 

renewable energy sources in general comes with many advantages: 

1. It reduces dependence on imported fossil fuels, such as oil and coal, and diversifies the 

energy supply. 

2. It generates energy without producing greenhouse gas emissions (EPA, 2014). 

For the reasons mentioned above, this project sought to use renewable energy through the 

construction of a device that would aid developing nations and rural areas. 

 

2.1.2 Benefits of Airborne Wind Energy Systems 

There are many types of renewable energy sources available, though this project chose to 

utilize wind for several different reasons: 

1. Wind is sustainable and will continue to exist as long as the Sun continues to shine (EPA, 

2014) 

2. There is a large enough supply of wind to satisfy the needs of everyone. 

3. AWE devices use less material per unit of usable power. 

4. AWE systems reach higher altitudes and can; therefore, generate more power due to the 

higher wind speeds, as seen in the figures 1 and 2 below (Diehl, 2013). 

 

 
Figure 1 High Altitude Wind (©James, 2004) 
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Figure 2 AWE System Range (©Makani, 2013) 

 

2.1.3 Technological Challenges of Airborne Wind Energy Systems 

Although wind will serve as the best renewable source for our system, there are some 

drawbacks and challenges regarding the use of airborne devices:  

1. Most airborne systems are intrinsically unstable and need wind in order to maintain its 

shape (Diehl, 2013). Many systems use flexible kites in order to harness energy, which 

need wind in order to operate appropriately, similar to the kite below in figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 Kitesurfing Kite (©Wikepedia, 2007) 

 

2. There are no controls to automatically stop an airborne system; therefore, if there is a part 

failure, the system is at a higher risk of total destruction since it cannot be shut down 

easily. 

3. Sophisticated automatic controls are needed in order to ensure the system is working 

efficiently and effectively. 
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2.1.4 Power Losses Associated with AWE Systems 

There are two types of cosine losses associated with kite-powered systems, which can 

cause the loss of some power; therefore, they must be considered when designing a system: 

1. One type of cosine loss is caused by gravity and the weight of the system, though that 

becomes more relevant at lower wind speeds. 

2. The second type of cosine loss is caused by the elevation of the tether. An elevation angle 

is needed, but causes the kite to not perfectly line up with the aerodynamic force, thereby 

not allowing it to extract all of the available power. Figures 4 and 5 serve as examples of 

systems with high and low elevation angles (Diehl, 2013). 

 

 

All of these physical limits were taken into consideration with the design and construction of our 

kite-powered water pump. 

 

2.1.5 Different Methods of Power Generation 

There are many different ways an airborne system can generate power: 

1. One type of generation is On-Board, which involves an electrical generator being part of 

the flying apparatus. Because the generator is attached to the airborne device itself, it has 

the benefit of reaching high altitude wind speeds and; therefore, can operate at higher 

rates of rotation. This allows it to have large power-to-mass ratios (Diehl, 2013). An 

example of an on-board power generation is shown in figure 6. 

Figure 5 Low Elevation Angle (©Kite Gen, 2013) 

Figure 4 High Elevation Angle (©Delft, 2011) 
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Figure 6 Airborne Wind Generator (©Wikepedia, 2009) 

 

2. Ground based power generation is an alternative method of harnessing and storing the 

wind’s energy. The most common type of this method is called the pumping mode, which 

includes a reeling in and reeling out phase. During the reel-out phase, the kite is 

experiencing maximum lift and power is generated. The tether is then retracted or “reeled 

in,” so that less lifting force is applied. This causes a pumping motion, which can be 

utilized for a variety of engineering purposes (Diehl, 2013). Figure 7 illustrates this type 

of AWE system. 
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Figure 7 Kite Power Using Motors (©Kitepower.eu, 2008) 

 

3. AWE systems can also be used for vehicle propulsion. The strong tension in the tether, 

which is caused by the aerodynamic forces, is used directly to drive a vehicle on the 

ground. This can be seen in figure 8. 

  

 
Figure 8 Vehicle Propulsion Using Kites (©NYSERDA, 2012) 

 

2.1.6 Companies Currently Exploring AWE Options 

Professor Olinger’s research group at WPI, has extensively researched and developed 

systems based on Airborne Wind Energy. However, WPI is not the only entity invested in 

utilizing wind as a source of renewable energy. There are currently several companies that are 
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seeking to engineer wind power in many different ways. The companies that will be discussed in 

this paper are Sky Sails, KiteGen and Makani, which all use different methods of power 

generation. 

 

2.1.6.1 Sky Sails 

Sky Sails uses wind energy to provide propulsion systems to cargo/shipping companies. A 

large kite utilizes the energy from high altitude winds in order to replace up to 2 MW of the main 

engine's propulsion power. Pictured below in figure 9 is an example of a Sky Sail. 

 

 
Figure 9 Sky Sails (©Sky Sails 2011) 

 

2.1.6.2 KiteGen 

KiteGen uses ground-based power generation and large, flexible wings in order to store 

and harness the wind’s energy. As seen in figure 10, the wings are maneuvered in a figure eight 

shape by machines in order to maximize the production of energy. The energy harnessed by the 

kites are then stored in a ground-based power plant, which can be seen in figure 11 (KiteGen, 

2014). 

 

 
Figure 10 KiteGen Ideas (©KiteGen, 2012) 
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Figure 11 KiteGen System (©KiteGen 2012) 

 

2.1.6.3 Makani 

Makani utilizes wind speeds with on-board power generation. They’ve developed a system 

that consists of an airfoil tethered to the ground and outfitted with turbines. Air moving across 

the rotors forces them to rotate, driving a generator to produce electricity, which travels down the 

tether to the grid (Google, 2014). This system can be seen in figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12 Google AWE System (©Makani, 2014) 
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2.2 PREVIOUS MQP REVIEW 

Development of kite-powered systems at WPI began in 2007 with the design and 

construction of the main supporting A-frame structure and rocking arm shown in the following 

figure. 

 

 
Figure 13 Balanced Arm Assembly (©Blouin, 2007) 

 

Since the initial construction in 2007, the Kite Power MQP has continued to change and 

evolve through many different projects. The following table lists the primary accomplishments 

from previous years. The more recent MQPs (2012-2013) will be discussed in greater detail.  

 

Year IQP/MQP Title Students Main Accomplishments 

2007  Wind Power From 

Kites MQP  

Michael R. Blouin 

Jr.  

Benjamin E. 

Isabella  

Joshua E. Rodde  

Designed and constructed the basic A - 

frame structure and rocking arm.  

Selected kite for use in power 

generation based on testing and 

mathematical analysis.  

Ran simulations based on steady state 

and dynamic theory of the tested kites.  

2008  Kite Power for 

Heifer 

International’s 

Overlook Farm IQP 

Gabriel Baldwin  

Peter Bertoli  

Taylor LaLonde  

Michael 

Sangermano  

Nick Urko 

Developed educational exhibits on kite 

power for use at the Heifer 

International's Overlook Farm site.  

2008  Design of a One 

Kilowatt Scale Kite 

Ryan Buckley  

Chris Colschen 

Michael DeCuir  

Completed and tested the demonstrator 

which was able to generate power as 
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Power System 

MQP  

Max Hurgin  

Erik Lovejo  

Nick Simone  

well as autonomously keep the kite aloft 

for a short period of time.  

Performed stress analysis in 

Cosmosworks and ran power generation 

simulations in MATLAB.  

2009  Development of a 

Wind Monitoring 

System and Grain 

Grinder IQP  

Deepa 

Krishnaswamy 

Joseph Phaneuf 

Travis Perullo  

Designed a balloon mounted wind 

monitoring system using an 

anemometer.  

Implemented a small grain grinder to be 

attached to the power converter on the 

kite power system.  

2009  Design of a Data 

Acquisition System 

for a Kite Power 

Demonstrator MQP  

Lauren Alex  

Eric DeStefano  

Luke Fekete  

Scott Gary  

Designed data collection system for 

physical attributes of the system as well 

as for power generation.  

Designed secondary power generation 

and oscillation control subcomponents.  

Further optimized rocking arm and A-

frame as well as tested each system and 

subcomponent.  

2010  Design of a 

Dynamometer For 

The WPI Kite 

Power System 

MQP  

C. Kuthan 

Toydemir  

Designed and built a dynamometer used 

to measure torque and power.  

2010  Re-Design and 

Testing of the WPI 

Kite Power System 

MQP  

Adam Cartier  

Eric Murphy  

Travis Perullo  

Matthew Tomasko  

Kimberly White  

Modified system:  

Used a more stable and larger sled kite. 

Upgraded gear shaft. 

Built mechanism to change angle of 

attack of kite.  

Measured tension of kite tether during 

testing.  

2011  Design of a Remote 

Controlled Tether 

System for the WPI 

Kite Power System 

MQP  

Michael Frewin 

Emanuel Jimenez 

Michael Roth  

Developed wireless system to remotely 

control trailing edge lines of kite to alter 

angle of attack and side-to-side motion.  

Designed a control box with two 

motors, gear boxes, transmitters, and 

two spools to control the length of 

trailing tethers.  

2012  Design of a Kite- 

Powered Water 

Pump and Airborne 

Wind Turbine 

MQP  

Kyle Bartosik  

Jennifer Gill  

Andrew Lybarger  

Daniel Nyren  

John Wilde  

Redesigned system to add a mechanical 

water pump and head simulation valve. 

Initial design and testing of Airborne 

Wind Turbine.   

2013  Re- Design of the 

WPI Kite-Powered 

Water Pump and 

Valerie Butler  

Jeffrey Corado  

Kimberly Joback  

Altered transfer arm.  

Modified sliding weight mechanism.  

Added adjustable weight to rocking arm.  
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Wind Turbine 

Systems  

Bryan Karsky  

Matthew Melia  

Robert Monteith  

Brandy Warner  

Added a ground-tether.  

Redesigned lightweight, airborne wind 

turbine.  

2014  Optimization of the 

WPI Kite Powered 

Water Pump  

Aaron Durkee  

Chrisopher Ettis  

Jerry Kim  

David Levien  

Performed extensive field testing on the 

kite system.  

Created a functioning VI in LabVIEW 

for data acquisition.  

Created a simulation using MatLab to 

model random wind speeds.  

Design a portable trailer system.  
Table 1: Previous MQP Results (Butler, 2013) 

 

2.2.1 Development of the Kite Powered Water Pump 

The design of a Kite Powered Water Pump began in 2012 with Bartisuk et al. The Jooste 

AS 80 Standard Borehole Cylinder water pump was selected based on the needs of 

underdeveloped communities in Africa. Next the hand pump was installed in the A-frame and 

connected to the rocking arm with two 2x4’s (to be upgraded later) as shown in the following 

figure. 

  

 
Figure 14 Pump Installed on A-Frame and Connected to Swing Arm (©Bartosik, 2012) 

 

The 2012 MQP also constructed of a head simulation valve. The head simulation valve is 

designed to restrict the flow of water therefor increasing the water pressure to simulate pumping 

from a well at a certain depth. Based on the limited available testing resources, the valve allowed 
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for a thorough testing of the water pumps capabilities needed for its desired function (Bartosik et 

al, 2012). Following is an image of the completed head simulation valve.  

  

 
Figure 15 Completed Head Simulation (©Bartosik, 2012) 

 

The following year’s MQP brought about several improvements to the water pump system 

beginning with a major improvement on the transfer arm. The 2x4’s of the previous year were 

replaced with two rectangular pieces of metal. Next came the addition of a system to stall the kite 

with the desired outcome of a more consistent periodic motion in order to pump water more 

effectively. A “ground string” connects the sliding mechanism to the base of the A-frame. A 

sliding weight on an extension of the rocking arm moves back and forth as the arm moves up and 

down. A control rod which stalls the kite, is attached to the sliding weight mechanism. When the 

sliding mechanism reaches the “stalled” position, a latch holds the mechanism in place allowing 

the kite to stall completely. The latch is released by a string connecting to a wooden extension of 

the A-frame located above the pivot point of the rocking arm. Finally a weight attachment was 

added to the end of the rocking arm to encourage the arm to fall and can be adjusted based on 

conditions of the environment (Butler et al, 2013). Following is a figure displaying all the 

modifications made to the water pump system in 2013. 
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Figure 16 Complete A-frame rocking arm system with design modifications labeled (©Butler, 2013) 

 

Substantial improvements to the stalling, or depower, mechanism of the kite powered 

water pump system were made in 2014. The sliding weight mechanism from the previous year 

was removed and replaced with a depower line running from the leading edge of the kite to the 

ground, as shown in Figure 17. The depower line is connected to the corners of the central flow 

tube on the kite so that when a force is applied to the line, the flow of air through the tube is 

restricted. This causes the kite’s angle of attack to decrease and therefore loose altitude 

effectively temporarily depowering the kite. The following figure displays how the depower line 

is connected to the kite.  
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Figure 17 Water pump system in the new leading edge stall configuration (©Durkee et al, 2014) 

 

Concluding the 2014 project was the addition of a trailer system in order to easily test the 

kite powered water pump system at different locations. In order to pump water with the system 

mounted on a trailer, the A-frame was raised 6 inches to make room for a water reservoir. To 

measure the amount of water pumped, a “tipping” bucket was attached so that the water could be 

pumped into the bucket and recycled into the reservoir. A ticker counted the number of times the 

bucked tipped in order to keep track of the volume of water pumped (Durkee et al, 2014).  

 

2.3 CURRENT SYSTEM 

 

2.3.1 Physical Design Components 

The kite-powered water pump system is made up of several important components, 

including the kite, the rocking arm, the pump, the support frame, and the portable trailer. The 

wooden A-frame is securely fastened to the surface of the trailer through a series of bolts and 

fasteners. A long metal arm hinges at the top of this frame, which acts as the rocking arm for the 

system. This rocking arm is a long, square, telescoping beam that may change length. There is a 

metal linkage arm that connects the rocking arm on the support frame to the pump-action arm of 

the water pump. This linkage arm helps to transform the angular momentum of the rocking arm 

into linear motion to pump water. 

The pump used in our system is a Jooste AS 80 standard borehole cylinder, which is 

fastened to the support frame, and is modified with stilts on its bottom that act as legs to allow 

for more efficient pumping. These legs and the pump itself rest in a water reservoir which is also 

fastened to the trailer. A bucket is mounted onto a metal rod to catch the water that is pumped, 

and eventually dumps the water back into the reservoir. 
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Figure 18 Pump System 

 

The kite is tethered to the end of rocking arm by the main power line. The primary kite is 

an 81 square foot PowerSled kite with three cells that remain open to help generate lift. 

Lightweight support rods run along both the leading and trailing edge of the kite. This feature 

gives the kite more rigidity in flight, making it more stable. A de-power line is rigged to the kite 

in a way such that when it is pulled on, the two outermost cells of the kite collapse during flight, 

effectively stalling the kite. Smaller kites are sometimes used in slow wind speeds, so that they 

may be attached to the main line to help the large PowerSled kite reach higher altitudes. 

 

2.3.2 Instrumentation 

In order to gather relevant data during the testing of the system, The Optimization of a Kite 

Powered Water Pump MQP added two pieces of instrumentation: an inclinometer and a load 

cell. The MQP also developed a LabView program to take the data from both instruments and 

graph the data over a chosen time interval.    

 

2.3.2.1 Inclinometer 

The inclinometer that was supplied for this project was the Rieker N4 Liquid Capacitive 

Electronic Analog Output Inclinometer Sensor. This sensor, seen in figure (8), is housed in a 

small metal container and attached to the rocking arm. While the water pump is being operated it 

measures the angle the arm moves with respect to the horizontal. 
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Figure 19: Inclinometer and Inclinometer Housing 

   

2.3.2.2 Load Cell 

The load cell that was chosen for this project was the Transducer Techniques THB-1K-S, 

seen in figure (9). It is attached between the kite-tether line and the lever arm and measures the 

force that the kite is exerting on the arm throughout the entire pump cycle. From this data it is 

possible to see how effective the kite system is at key points during the cycle. With this 

understanding, proper adjustments can be made to fine tune the kite system.    

 

 
Figure 20: Load Cell 

 

2.3.3 Field Testing 

Field testing is a vital part of the design and optimization process of the team’s project. 

Testing is conducted at Blue Hills Weather Observatory, in Milton MA. The observatory lies at 

the peak of Great Blue Hill at an elevation of 635 feet. The increased elevation of this site makes 

for a great field testing location, as wind speeds are typically higher than they would be at sea 

level. The trailer on which the entire system rests is left at the observatory during testing season. 

When field testing, the team must first put the trailer in an appropriate position based on the wind 

direction. Using a trailer hitch on the back of a pickup truck, the team orients the trailer such that 

the front of the trailer is facing into the wind. This is done to optimize the efficiency of the 

rocking arm. The system is most efficient when all of the lift force on the rocking arm from the 

kite is directed upwards. Therefore, the system is most efficient when the rocking arm runs 

parallel to the direction of wind. The trailer must also be placed in a location such that the kite 

lines have room to be fully extended for launching and landing purposes. Buildings, cars, towers, 

trees, shrubbery, and even people are obstacles that kite lines may run into if the proper 

precautionary measures are not taken. 
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Once the trailer is in position, the gates on the trailer are let down. The kite is then walked 

out to its launching position and laid out on the ground. From here the team connects the main 

power line from the PowerSled kite to the end of the rocking arm. A de-power line runs from the 

two outermost cells of the kite and is tethered to a metal ring on the trailer. Members of the team 

set up instrumentation devices to the system to gather data. An inclinometer and a load cell are 

wired to a data acquisition box attached to the system, and live data can be read through a laptop 

on the trailer. At this point, the kite is ready to be launched. Two or more members of the team 

hold the PowerSled kite up in the air and into the direction of the wind, so that the flow tubes can 

open. Another team member stands at approximately the halfway point between the kite and the 

trailer. This person then holds the main power line, and pulls it taut. Upon a strong gust of wind, 

the team members holding the kite will let go, and the person holding the line will pull in the 

direction of the trailer in order to help the kite reach its flight altitude. Once the kite is in stable 

flight, the team moves to the trailer so that they may be in position to read instrumentation data, 

or help the kite generate lift if it should begin to fall. 

 

2.3.3.1 Testing Conditions 

Testing conditions, though not in control of the group, are very important to the success of 

the project. The most important of these conditions is wind speed. Winds speeds that are too low 

will not generate sufficient lift for the large PowerSled kite, while wind speeds that are too high 

could make field-testing a bit dangerous. Trees can be troublesome, as kite lines, and even the 

entire kite, can become stuck in them. There are also radio towers on top of Blue Hills that the 

kite or its lines must not run into. This problem limits the overall altitude of the kite, which can 

be problematic because higher altitudes lead to the greater wind speeds that the kite needs. These 

radio towers also cause radio interference, which negatively affects the data received from the 

instrumentation. Finally, the condition of the kite is vital to having a successful test. The 

PowerSled kite is difficult to land softly, and often crashes into the ground, rocks, or trees. This 

has caused some small rips and tears in the past, which have been effectively fixed by sewing. 

The leading and trailing edge rods may also experience some cracks when the kite crashes. 

 

2.3.3.2 Safety Procedures 

An important factor of this project in regards to field-testing is safety. Several safety 

precautions are taken during field-testing to ensure that no member of the team is injured in the 

process of testing. Members of the team as well as the advisors wear hard harts during testing in 

order to protect the head in the event that the member is working closely to the rocking arm in 

motion. Gloves are worn to ensure that no member of the team experiences rope burn when 

handling a line. Finally, the group wears proper footwear and maintains a good consciousness of 

the rugged and rocky landscape on which the testing is conducted. 

  

2.3.4 Location – Blue Hills Observatory 

In order to test the kite powered pump it is vital that the location used has consistently 

strong wind. A location at high elevation was preferred because the winds tend to be stronger at 

higher altitudes. During the summer of 2014, the site that was used to test was located at Blue 

Hills Observatory. This location was picked because it has an elevation of 635 ft. and is the 

highest point in the area, which indicates that there were no nearby hills blocking the wind. The 

Blue Hills Observatory is also located at the top of the hill and the precise wind speed can be 
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determined from their equipment. The only downsides to this site are the large number of trees 

and buildings in the area that the kite can fly into, which stops testing until it can be retrieved.  

 

2.4 PROJECT GOALS 

The goals of this project were to improve the current WPI low-cost kite-powered water 

pump system and create a new system that can provide water to remote areas and 

underdeveloped nations. 

To achieve these two goals, we identified five objectives that are important to completing 

this project and its deliverables.   

 Perform field testing of the current depower method of the WPI Kite Power 

System; 

 Identify and fix the problems with the instrumentation and water pump; 

 Develop, implement, and test changes to improve the effectiveness of the WPI 

Kite Power System based on the results of the field testing; 

 Design a new kite-powered water pump utilizing a spool system instead of a 

rocking arm; 

 Build and initially test our spool kite powered system; 

Our deliverables were based on the background literature review, our own designs, and the 

data collected from our field testing. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
The following sections outline the methodology employed throughout this project to gather 

the data required, create our deliverables, and test the effectiveness of said deliverables. 

 

3.1 SUMMER TESTING 
Before the start of this year’s MQP, one final improvement was made to the kite-powered 

water pump system during summer testing, in which Caitlin Chase participated. Several different 

configurations regarding the connection of the stalling tether to the leading edge flow tubes were 

tested. Throughout the entire summer testing, the instrumentation used to measure the angle of 

the rocking arm and the applied force of the kite only worked when tested off site. Towards the 

end of the testing it was discovered that there was a problem with the water pump as it was not 

able to pump any water. Both of these issues would be addressed at the start of the 2015 WPI 

Kite Powered Water Pump MQP. The figure 21 shows the entire system as received by the 

project team at the start of this year’s MQP. Refer to Appendix A to see notes about the days in 

which testing was performed, including wind conditions and daily accomplishments and 

discoveries. 

 

 
Figure 21 Kite Powered Water Pump System 

 

3.2 WATER PUMP UPDATES 
Before any testing could be done, the issue preventing the water pump from pumping 

needed to be found. Without the pump operational, changes to the system could not be properly 

tested, and so it was vital to determine if the issue could be easily fixed or if a new water pump 

needed to be purchased. 
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To determine what was stopping the water pump from working, it was removed from the A 

frame and brought it back to the lab. A test stand was built, shown in figures 22 and 23, where 

the team was able to more easily troubleshoot the problem. The pump was placed above a 

trashcan filled with water that would serve as the reservoir while the pump was operated on and 

the problem resolved. 

 

 
Figure 22: Water Pump and Stand. Front View 

 

 
Figure 23: Water Pump and Stand. Back View 
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After placing the pump in the stand and manually pumping it was discovered that the water 

pump was sucking water into its cylinder but could not eject it due to a small obstruction. This 

obstruction was successfully removed by dismantling the pump and applying more force onto the 

lever arm. The obstruction was made up of mostly leaves and twigs that had fallen into the water 

reservoir in between tests. To prevent a similar obstruction from clogging the pump again, a tarp 

covering was designed to be placed over the reservoir on the trailer, when it is not being used 

and easily removed during testing to keep debris from entering the water. 

 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION  
The instrumentation was also brought back to the lab to discover what was preventing it 

from operating properly. It was found that the inclinometer was working fine both at the testing 

site and in the lab, while the load cell continued to produce incorrect readings at the testing site. 

Theorizing that the problem was not with the instrumentation itself but with its environment, 

more testing was performed outside the lab. During the testing outside of the lab, it began to 

work intermittently. The readings being produced while outside matched the readings produced 

when the battery was unplugged and no power was being transferred to the DAQ box. New 

connections between the battery and the DAQ box were added, allowing it to be powered. The 

opportunity was also taken to update the housing for the inclinometer and the DAQ box seen in 

figures 24 and 25. 
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Figure 24: DAQ Box Housing 

Figure 25: Inclinometer Housing 

With the new battery connections and housing, the instrumentation was brought back to 

the Blue Hills Observatory for testing. The load cell worked better than before, however, its 

readings would fluctuate rapidly when it was only under the stress of the ten pound control 

weight. This was different than the constant reading of ten pounds that was shown in the lab. 

Because of this, the team reached the conclusion that the remaining issues were caused by either 

the wiring of the DAQ box to the load cell motherboard or the specific environment at Blue Hills 

Observatory. The team contacted the company that produced the DAQ box and found, that while 

it was graded to work in the environment at Blue Hills, the wiring had a ground loop which 

could have been the cause for all of the interference. 

All the connections between the DAQ box and the load cell motherboard were corrected 

and the ground loop was removed. This had no effect as the data still had the same amount of 

noise as before. The last possible reason for the interference in the instrumentation readings, that 

the team came up with, was the signals from radio towers that were broadcasting near the Blue 

Hills Observatory. The program director at the observatory, Don McCasland, informed the team 

that the signals from the radio towers affect the observatory’s equipment, and that the 

observatory uses shielded boxes and shielded wires to prevent excess noise. Research was done 

into the possibility of adding shielded wires or a shielded box to the project’s instrumentation. 

From this research, the team found that a shielded wire could not be added to the load cell 

without damaging it, so the team opted to use only a shielded box. 

 

3.4 NEW TESTING SITE   
For the new test site location the team looked into using a beach that a previous MQP 

group used and Ronald Mazurkiewicz’s home, in Norwich, CT. Eventually it was decided to use 

Ronald Mazurkiewicz’s home as the location for the final couple of weeks of fall testing. It 
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provided large, open fields without any obstructions for the kite to crash into as can be seen in 

the following image.  

 

 
Figure 26: Ronald Mazurkiewicz Testing Site 

The location had fairly consistent winds and no interference from radio towers, which 

allowed the instrumentation to work correctly. With the instrumentation working correctly, data 

was collected on the applied force of the kite on the lever arm as well as the angle of the lever 

arm throughout the oscillation cycle. All of the collected data is discussed in the results section 

of this report. To see comments about the wind conditions and other information gathered at this 

testing site, refer to Appendix A. 

 

3.5 NEW DEPOWER METHODS 
At the start of this project, the configuration to depower the kite had the stalling tether 

attached directly to the ground, as shown in figure 27. The idea behind this configuration was, 

the kite would raise the lever arm up until the kite reached the top of its flight, which would 

cause the depower line to become taut and collapse the outer cells of the kite. When the kite 

stalled it would fall and the lever arm would lower. As the lever arm was lowered, the depower 

tether would become slack again, allowing the kite to re-inflate, thus restarting the cycle. 
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Figure 27: Original Depower Configuration 

 

However, this configuration did not stall the kite effectively. The kite only raised the arm 

partially, so the depower line did not adequately stall the kite. Without the kite being properly 

stalled, the rocking arm did not lower and the system was unable to pump water. To improve the 

depower system, two alternative depower methods were developed. 

 

3.5.1 Pulley Method 

The first of the two methods was the Pulley Method. Figure 28 shows the configuration of 

this particular system. Instead of having the stalling tether directly attached to the ground, the 

line was run through a pulley and then attached to the bottom of the lever arm. The idea behind 

this change was that when the kite raises the lever arm it would pull on the depower line, 

providing more force to collapse the kite and better stall it.  
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Figure 28: Pulley Method Configuration 

 

3.5.2 Falling Weight Method 

The second method designed for better stalling the kite was the Falling Weight Method. 

This method used a falling weight to apply a force onto the depower line and stall the kite. 

Figure 29 shows the configuration of the Falling Weight Method with the arm in the down 

position. In this configuration, the weight rests on a stand. When the kite raises the lever arm, the 

trigger line is pulled and causes the weight to fall onto the depower line. When the depower line 

is pulled down it will cause the cells on the kite to collapse, stalling the kite. When the kite stalls, 

the front of the lever arm is lowered and the back of the lever arm is raised in the air. Another 

line attached to the back of the lever arm is pulled taut, and raises the weight back into its 

position on the stand, thus restarting the cycle. 
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Figure 29: Falling Weight Method 

 

The Pulley Method was tested during the fall. The results of this particular method can be 

found in the Results section of this report. Due to time constraints and weather interference, the 

testing of the falling weight method was not tested during the fall. In the spring the team began 

testing the new spool system and therefore, the Falling Weight Method was never tested. 

 

3.5.3 Motor and Solar Panel Method 

The last method uses a motor in order to depower the line. However, this idea serves as a 

last resort option as it would require a non-renewable power source, such as a battery, in order 

for the motor to function properly. This method will be tested if the preceding methods 

proceeded to not work due to equilibrium or a lack of force on the stall line. Some designs were 

made and parts were decided on in case this method did become a leading choice. Figure 30 

shows the configuration of this method. 
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Figure 30 Motor Depower Method 

 

Before choosing a motor, some calculations had to be made in order to determine how 

much power the motor needed to supply in order to stall the line. To find this, the following 

simple equation was used: 

 

 𝑃 = 𝐹𝑉 (1) 

 

The force needed to stall the line was found during fall testing and was determined to be 

around 25N. The velocity used to depower the kite was determined to be around 1 m/s, making 

the required power equal to about 25W. It was estimated that a 12V DC reversible gear motor 

with a power current on 3 amps would be sufficient to depower the line since it produces a power 

of 36W. The equation used to determine this was: 

 

 𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉 (2) 

 

Where I is the current and V is volts. A reversible motor was chosen since the depower line 

needs to be both reeled in and reeled back out to ensure the kite doesn’t stall for too long. The 

best motor that was found is shown in figure 31. It has a remote control that can change the 

direction in which the motor is operating, so reeling both in and out is possible. 
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Figure 31 Remote Control 12 V DC Gear Motor (© eBay, 2015) 

 

In order for the motor to operate, a power source would be needed. With advice from 

Professor Olinger, the team decided that utilizing deep cycle marine batteries would be the best 

choice to power the motor sufficiently. The batteries were deemed to be the best option for this 

method since they have the ability to be fully drained without withstanding any damage or 

shortening its life. 

Powering the batteries would require yet another power source. The team decided solar 

panels would be the best option since they use renewable energy instead of electricity. It was 

calculated that the average deep cycle marine battery would power the motor for 10.67 hours and 

required a power of 36W. From this, it was determined that A 36W solar panel would be needed 

to power this system. These calculations were made using the following equations: 

  
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
=

32

3
= 10.67 ℎ𝑟𝑠. 

 

 

 

(3) 

 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
= 36 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠 

 

 

(4) 

 

 

3.6 SPOOL WATER PUMP DESIGN 
In B-term 2014, work began on designing the new system based around the use of 

rotational motion as the driving force instead of the linear motion of the lever arm system. 

Instead of being tied to the lever arm this design had the kite tied to a giant spool. As the kite 

flew up into the air, line would unravel from the spool and cause the spool to rotate. This 

rotational motion would then be used to power the water pump.   
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3.6.1 Spool Calculations 

Before the spool system could be designed, an initial spool size needed to be decided upon. 

The size of the spool would depend on the amount of torque that the kite could produce. This 

theoretical torque was found using the following equations: 

 

 
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 =

1

3
𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 (5) 

 

Based on past testing conditions, it was assumed that the velocity of the wind would be 

about 6 m/s. With this, the rotational velocity of the spool was found using the equation: 

 

 
𝜔𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 =

𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟

𝑅𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙
 (6) 

 

The team found that for a spool with a two foot diameter the kite would produce an 

average torque of 41 Nm, with a maximum torque of 170 Nm. This was found using the 

equation: 

 

 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 = 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑅𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 (7) 

 

We then had to determine whether this amount of torque would be enough to power a 

windmill water pump. According to an article from the University of Nairobi, the average torque 

needed to power a windmill water pump is around 100 Nm. The team concluded that the kite 

provides enough torque to power a windmill water pump using a 2 ft. diameter reel and mass of 

around 10 kg only if high wind speeds are present.  

 

3.6.2 Spool Design 

There were two options concerning what type of spool should be used with this system: a 

prefabricated spool or an original one. None of the pre-fabricated spools fit the specifications 

needed for our design. They were either too small, too expensive, or the material was too weak. 

Professor Olinger proposed the idea of using a bicycle wheel as the base of a spool and building 

one to fit the needs of the project. A bicycle wheel comes with its own bearings inside which 

meant the team did not have to design and manufacture their own. The gear and chain system 

that is used on a bicycle could also be modified to transfer the rotational motion to the pump. In 

order to be sure the system would produce enough torque, a 24.5 inch diameter bicycle wheel 

was used. 

The spool needed to hold a large amount of line in order for the kite to pump a lot of water 

before it needed to be reeled back in and reset. It was decided that for initial designing and 

testing, 300 feet of line would be more than enough. Using the circumference of the wheel and 

the size of the line a channel was designed to contain all of the line. This channel was shaped 

from sheet metal and attached along the wheel. A CAD representation of the spool with the chute 

attached is shown in figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Final Spool Design 

 

3.6.3 Spool System Water Pump 

The water pump for the lever arm system was a hand water pump that used an up and 

down motion to pump water. In order to save money the team looked into reusing this water 

pump for the spool system as well. By attaching a linkage from the spool to the pump handle the 

rotational motion of the spool would be converted into the up and down pumping motion. 

 

 
Figure 33: Spool and Hand Water Pump 

 

Figure 33 is a CAD representation of a preliminary spool design that shows the connection 

to the hand water pump. From the specifications of the hand water pump it requires about 180 N 

of force to be pumped which translates to about 138 Nm or torque in this design. From the torque 

calculations it was clear this design was not feasible and other options were looked into.  

A Baker Monitor Hambone windmill water pump motor was purchased as the water pump 

for the spool system. Windmill water pumps use rotational motion and gears to power pitman 

slides to power the pump rod. The chain from the bicycle wheel was attached to the water pump 
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motor and as the spool turned the gears in the motor would rotate and power the pump. The 

figure below shows the purchased windmill water pump. 

 

3.6.4 Water Pump 

For this system, a Baker Monitor Hambone Windmill gear box was purchased. The gear 

box has a six inch stroke and the capability of pumping water once additional parts are attached. 

It needs a pump cylinder, pump rod and other accessories before it’s able to fully function as a 

water pump. The figure below depicts the windmill water pump gear box. 

 

 
Figure 34 Baker Monitor Hambone Gear Box 

 

 

3.6.5 Chain Adapter 

The bicycle chain that was used to connect the spool and the water pump motor could not 

directly onto the rotor hub. Therefore, another adapter was needed that connected the chain and 

the water pump motor. Figure 35 is the CAD representation of the design for the adapter.  
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Figure 35: Cad Design of the Chain Adapter 

 

Two plates are attached together by a cylindrical spacer. A bicycle pedal gear attaches to 

the smaller plate through the four drilled holes. Six other bolts attack the larger plate to the 

windmill pump rotor hub. The spacer between the plates allows enough room for the bicycle 

chain to sit on the gear. As the spool spins and moves the chain the whole adapter will rotate and 

power the water pump. Figure 36 represents how the water pump, spool, and bottom bracket 

connect and interact with each other.  

 

 
Figure 36 Spool System Design 

Windmill 

Water Pump 

Chain Adapter 

Kite Spool 
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3.7 KITE CONFIGURATIONS 

For the rocking arm system, the kite is allowed to be flown using all of the tether line and 

the pumping motion is driven by the rise and fall of the kite lifting and dropping the rocking arm. 

At no point does the kite need to be reeled in and reset for the system to operate. Unlike the 

rocking arm system, the windmill water pump system is powered by the rotating motion of the 

spool as the kite unreels itself. This means that once the kite is full unreeled the water pump will 

no longer pump water. The overall goal of this project is to create an automatic system that will 

continuously operate on its own using only the power of the wind. In order to reach this goal the 

windmill water pump system needs to be able to reel the kite back in and reset itself. By 

modifying an initial idea proposed by Professor Olinger the Two Tab Configuration, pictured in 

figure 37, was designed. Located in Appendix B is Professor Olinger’s original design ideas and 

comments concerning this system. 

 

 
Figure 37: Two Tab Kite Configuration 

 

This configuration uses two kites attached to two different spools to reset each other. There 

are a few important features in this design that make it self-resetting. On each spool there is a tab 

that contacts each other as the spools spins and the kites are wound in opposite directions so as 

one is reeling out the other is reeling in. Also the kites share a depower line that runs through a 

pulley on the ground and has two stoppers on it. 
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The first kite is reeled out and powers the water pump and pulling on its end of the 

depower line. At a certain point the stopper on the depower line prevents the kite from reeling 

out any more. At the same time the second kite begins reeling out. As the second spool spins its 

tab contacts the tab on the first spool and forces it to spin in the same direction and reel in the 

first kite. Eventually, the stopper on the depower line for the second kite prevents it from reeling 

out any more and the first kite is allowed to reel back out and power the water pump again. The 

tabs again interact with each other to reel in the second kite and the process begins again. 
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4 RESULTS 
The following section outlines the results produced from the previously defined 

methodology. All the results obtained from this MQP project will be described in detail, 

beginning with the 2014 summer testing.  

 

4.1 2014 SUMMER TESTING 
The main objective of the testing performed during the summer of 2014, was to improve 

upon the depower methods required for optimization of the water pumping system. After 

performing several modifications to the existing depower line configuration, the following 

method was found to be the most effective.  

 

4.1.1 Depower Line Configuration 

The depower line runs from the ground to a point roughly 10 feet below the kite where it 

splits into two tethers which continue to connect to the flow tubes on either side of the kite. The 

line runs through a small carabineer connected to the upper middle point on the flow tube and 

continues to be attached to the lowest point of the aforementioned flow tube. This affectively 

“pinches” the outer flow tubes as a force is applied to the depower line, which is connected to the 

ground. The length of the depower line is determined so that it can be left slack until the kite 

reaches a powered position. At this point the line becomes taught and applies the force necessary 

to effectively depower the kite system. The following figure is a depiction of the final depower 

configuration.  

 

 
Figure 38: Final Depower Configuration 

 

4.1.2 Additional Modifications 

In addition to the modifications made to the depower line configuration, one other 

modification was made to improve the ability to depower the kite and therefor increase water 

production. It was found that when the kite was depowered, it was very difficult to regain the 
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necessary lift to increase altitude if the kite were to fold up on itself. The solution to this problem 

was found to be the addition of fiberglass rods to the leading a trailing edges of the kite. These 

fiberglass rods provided a degree of rigidity to the kite, which prevented it from collapsing on 

itself and allowed for the necessary time to regain lift. Originally these rods were attached using 

duct tape for testing purposes and later sown on using spare kite material and heavy duty thread 

during the 2014-2015 academic year.  

 

4.2 WATER PUMP IMPROVEMENTS 
As mentioned in the methodology section, there was a significant issue to the water pump 

system which consisted of an obstruction in the cylinder of the water pump. This obstruction 

prevented the pump from functioning properly therefor rendering any additional improvements 

useless without first addressing this issue. Once the obstruction was removed as described 

previously, the following modifications were made to ensure proper functionality of the water 

pump.  

 

4.2.1 Reservoir Cover  

The first modification made to the water pump mechanism, was the addition of a cover to 

the water reservoir. This would prevent debris from collecting near the mouth of the cylinder 

while not being used. A simple tarp was secured over the reservoir with bungee cords with an 

opening for the cylinder to pass through. This tarp was to be removed during testing to allow for 

the water return mechanism, or “tipping bucket” to function properly. The very simple solution 

allowed for the prevention of future issues regarding obstructions in the pump cylinder.  

 

4.2.2 Lifting the Pump 

In addition to the reservoir cover, an additional measure was taken to ensure proper 

functionality of the pump. Originally the cylinder of the pump rested on a v-shaped piece of 

metal, submerged in the reservoir. The intention of this mechanism was to provide enough space 

under the pump for proper water flow to occur. Because the pump was not secured to this metal 

platform. It would often move and no longer sit in an optimal position for maximum water flow. 

In order to improve this design, the metal plate was removed and in its place several L brackets 

were attached to the bottom of the cylinder using existing screws and a hose clamp. This 

provided a stable stand for the pump to rest on within the reservoir allowing for the maximum 

water flow.  

 

4.3 DATA COLLECTION 
When initially approaching this project, there was a very limited amount of data collected 

from the available instrumentation. It was found that the testing location being used at Blue Hills 

Observatory in Milton, MA, had a very large radio frequency interference. This prevented the 

collection of data while testing. In order to quickly resolve this problem and continue testing, a 

new testing site was utilized as described in the methodology section, where radio frequency 

interference was not an issue. Further steps would be taken to allow for continued testing, of the 

rocking arm WPI kite-powered water pump, at the Blue Hills location.  
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4.3.1 Data Collection Utilizing New Testing Site 

The new testing site at the home of Ronald Mazurkiewicz, in Norwich CT, provided the 

opportunity to collect data using the inclinometer and load cell without interference. The 

following is a graph of the best results obtained from this testing site.  

 

 
Figure 39: Force and Inclination vs. Time 

 

The orange line plotted above is shown to be the angular rate of change versus the elapsed 

time. A peak angular rate of change was found to be 71.6 degrees per second which was most 

likely caused by a gust of wind. In addition to the inclination, the force applied by the kite to the 

tether can be seen as the line plotted in blue. The maximum force applied to the tether was found 

to be 128.1 pounds.  

In order to verify that the collected data was accurate, the theoretical lift force produced by 

the kite was calculated using the following equation:  

 

 
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝐶𝑙

1

2
𝜌𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

2 𝐴𝑘𝑖𝑡𝑒 (8) 

 

The lift coefficient (Cl) was found using the following equation which takes into account 

the downwash effects: 

 

 
𝐶𝑙 =

𝐶𝑙0

1 +
2𝜋

𝜋𝐴𝑅

 (9) 

 

Estimating the kite to have a lift coefficient similar to a thin flat plate with an angle of 

attack (a) around 45°, the following equation was used to find the lift coefficient before 

accounting for the downwash effects (Cl0):  

 

 𝐶𝑙0 ≈ 2𝜋𝑎 (10) 
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The aspect ratio (AR) was calculated using the dimensions of the Mega Power Sled 81 

(14.83 x 6.92in) in the following equation where (s) is the kite span and (A) is the kite area:  

 

 
𝐴𝑅 =

𝑠2

𝐴
 (11) 

 

The final variables needed to calculate the theoretical lift force are the air density and the 

wind speed. Density was approximated at about 0.0023 slugs/ft3 and wind speed was 

approximated to about 15 ft/s. The calculated force the kite should produce was found to be 

about 67.79 lbs.  

Once the data had been verified, it was then used to calculate the power produced from the 

system. The power produced was found using the following equation: 

 

 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (12) 

   

The velocity was found using the following equation where (r) was the length from the axel to 

the end of the rocking arm, taken to be 8 ft: 

 

 𝑉 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝛺 (13) 

   

Finally the Ω from the previous equation was found using the following: 

 

 
𝛺 =

𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑡
 (14) 

   

The angular rate of change (dθ/dt) and the force were plotted previously which accounts 

for all the variables. The graph of the power of the system versus time can be seen in the figure 

below.  

 

 
Figure 40: Power vs. Time 
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Here we can see a peak power output of 627 watts. While it might be expected that this 

point corresponds to the point of peak force applied to the system, it does not. This is because at 

the point of peak force, there is no motion of the lever arm, or no change in angle. Because the 

lever arm was stationary at the point of peak force, there is zero corresponding power at this 

point. This shows that the rocking arm system may not be the most optimal system for the output 

of power and therefor water pumping. A rotational system, with a much greater span of motion, 

would provide more opportunity to utilize the force applied to the system by the power produced 

by the kite.  

In order to determine if the system would produce enough torque to support a rotational 

motion system, the following graph was produced. An arbitrary radius of 12 inches was selected.  

 

 
Figure 41: Torque vs. Time 

 

With a 12 inch spool radius was found to produce a maximum torque of 173.6 N*m. The 

average torque produced was about 40 N*m. An average wind power water pump, which 

operates on rotational motion, requires about 106 N*m of torque to operate. By increasing the 

radius of the spool, this torque could be acquired.  

 

4.3.2 Shielded Box 

In order to continue testing at the Blue Hills test site, it was necessary to provide a 

sufficient amount of shielding to the instrumentation in order to block any radio frequency 

interference. A die cast aluminum alloy box with a wire-mesh gasket was purchased as well as a 

fully shielded USB port to be installed in the wall of the box. The components to be housed in 

this shielded box included the DAQ, amplifier and battery. Two very small holes were positioned 

on the side of the box to allow the load cell and inclinometer leads to pass through. The 

following figure shows the completed shielded box assembly.  
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Figure 42: Shielded Box Assembly 

 

When the new shielded instrumentation was tested at Blue Hills in mid-March 2015, it was 

found that some interference was still present during the recording of data. Possible solutions 

will be described in the recommendations for future work section.  

 

4.4 WINDMILL PUMP SYSTEM MANUFACTURING 
From the design discussed in the Methodology section of this report the spool system was 

manufactured and attached to the A-frame of the rocking arm system.  

 

4.4.1 Spool Manufacturing 

The spool for the windmill water pump system was manufactured from an Alex Rims 700c 

through axil bicycle rim. With a 24.5 inch diameter it fit the specifications needed based on 

initial sizing calculations. 300 feet of line needed to fit on the spool so a chute was added on the 

perimeter of the bicycle rim to hold the line. This chute was made out of sheet metal and 

attached with circular brackets, shown in figure 43.  

 

 
Figure 43: Sheet Metal Brackets 

 

After being cut and bent into position the edges of the sheet metal was very sharp and 

required safety proofing. Plastic tubing was placed alone the edges and all of the sheet metal was 
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covered in a layer of duct tape. This removed all of the sharp edges that could injure an operator 

or end up cutting the line during operation. A threaded rod was added as the axil and lock 

washers were put on either side so that the rim would not move along the rod as it is spun. This 

rod was long enough to stretch the length of the existing A-frame and allowed for more spools to 

be added on later for different kite configurations.  

Either end of the axil was held up by small A-frame supports made out of 2x4 which were 

then screwed into the larger rocking arm A-frame. The spool was placed at the back end of the 

rocking arm A-frame low enough that it would not interfere in the motion of the rocking arm so 

it could remain attached even when it was not being tested. Figure 44 shows the final spool with 

the safety modifications and attached to the rocking arm A-frame. 

 

 
Figure 44: Spool 

 

4.4.2 Actual Spool Calculations 

In the methodology section, theoretical calculations were made concerning the torque of 

the spool. It was calculated the amount of theoretical torque that this spool could provide was 

calculated to be around 360 Nm assuming a mass of 10 kilograms. However, the team weighed 

the spool with 200 ft. of rope on it and found that the system weighed 5.44 kg. Therefore, the 

amount of torque this system could provide at average wind speeds is equal to 195 Nm. 

 

4.4.3 Water Pump Modification 

Since the windmill pump only came with the gearbox, it did not have the ability to pump 

water. A pump rod, a pump cylinder and other miscellaneous parts needed to be attached in order 

for the windmill pump to function. In order to keep cost low, the group decided to try to 

incorporate parts of the Jooste AS 80 Standard Borehole Cylinder water pump into the windmill 

water pump. Since some of the parts did not fit correctly into the windmill pump, the team had to 

create some of their own. The parts that were manufactured specifically for the windmill pump 

include the pump rod, the welded pipe and two additional pipes. These newly constructed parts 

as well as the final product can be seen in the figures below. 
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Figure 45 Welded Pipe 

 
Figure 46 Two Additional Pipes 

 
Figure 47 Threaded Rod    
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4.4.4 Chain Adapter Manufacturing 

A chain adapter was designed and manufactured as an interface system in order to enable 

the rotational motion of the bicycle gear to be translated to the action end of the pump. This 

adapter was made up of two circular metal plates, which have a diameter of 8 inches and are ¼ 

inch thick. The interface system is depicted in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 48 Chain Adapter Final Product 

 

4.4.5 Water Pump Failure 

After the extension for pump rod and the connection pipe pieces had been fabricated the 

pump was tested to confirm that it would pump water before attaching it to the A-frame. After 

rotating the rotor by hand for about 15 minutes without pumping any water the team reexamined 

the system. It was discovered that the windmill pump gear box had only a 6.25 in pump stroke, 

while the pump cylinder had a 15 in pump stroke. Due to this vast difference in pump stroke the 

cylinder was not opening and closing the valve properly and therefore no water was being 

pumped. 

In order for the windmill pump system to pump water a new pump cylinder would need to 

be purchased and fit to the rest of the system. Without the pump cylinder and the entire height of 

the pump a support system for the pump could not be built and attached to the A-frame. 

Despite the whole system being unable to pump water the team was able to test if the chain 

mechanism would properly transfer rotational motion to the windmill pump. The pump was put 

in place using straps and attached to the spool. A team member acted as the kite by pulling on the 
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kite line to spin the spool. After a few adjustments to the pump’s positioning the wheel properly 

powered the waterpump. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

At the beginning of the project, there were many goals that the team wished to accomplish. 

They first wished to perform field testing of the current depower method of the WPI Kite Power 

System and to create and test other methods as well. Many fall weekends were spent in the field 

trying out these different techniques in an effort to smooth the oscillations of the rocking arm. 

The group discovered that the original depower method, as well as the pulley method failed to 

depower the kite effectively since the system would often fall into equilibrium, causing the 

pumping motion to seize altogether. Other methods, such as the motor and falling weight were 

unable to be tested due to the cold and unruly weather, though it is recommended that future 

MQP teams try them. 

 The group also had the task of identifying and fixing the problems with the 

instrumentation and water pump. The water pump has an obstruction, though the team resolved 

this issue and the pump was once again in working order. The instrumentation proved to be more 

difficult to fix. After testing the load cell at both the testing site and in the lab, the team 

discovered that the interference from the radio towers at Blue Hills Observatory was the cause of 

the malfunction. After trying to fix this using shielded wires and a shielded box to no avail, the 

group discovered that a new load cell with built in shielded wires would need to be purchased. 

 Finally, the team wanted to design, build and test a new spool system that utilized 

rotational motion as opposed to linear motion like the current rocking arm system. A preliminary 

design of the entire system was created and partially built. The team managed to build and attach 

the spool to the A-frame as well as manufacture parts for the windmill water pump and the 

system as a whole, including pipes, a threaded pump rod and a chain adapter. However, the 

pump’s inability to use the Jooste’s cylinder to pump water caused an obstacle and the team was 

unable to order a new cylinder by the completion of the project deadline. 

Overall, the team greatly contributed greatly to the current rocking arm system and as well 

as successfully designed and partially built the new spool system. Once both systems are 

perfected, the developing nations will have two great options that allow easier and better access 

to clean water. 
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS 
At the conclusion of this project there is still work to be done in order to fully optimize the 

WPI Kite-Powered Water Pump systems. This section outlines the recommendations for future 

work based on the experiences of this WPI MQP project. 

 

6.1 LEVER ARM PUMP SYSTEM 
More work needs to be accomplished on the current lever arm system in order to ensure 

proper operation. Smooth oscillations of the lever arm are a must in order to achieve more 

consistent and reliable pumping, while the instrumentation needs to be fixed in order to receive 

accurate data. The MQP team provides the following suggestions for the proceeding MQP teams. 

 

6.1.1 Instrumentation 

Radio waves at the Blue Hill Observatory cause the interference with the load cell readings 

and therefore prevent any accurate force data on the kite from being taken. A new load cell that 

is designed to take measurements near radio waves and is properly shielded against them could 

be purchased.  

 

6.1.2 Additional De-powering methods 

The Pulley Method and having the depower line connected to the ground both failed to 

causing the kite to stall and lower the arm. In each configuration the lines reached a point of 

equilibrium where the kite would not rise and the depower line would not collapse the kite. The 

Falling Weight Method may overcome the equilibrium point by applying the force of the falling 

weight to the depower line. Alternatively, returning to the weighted sled system from previous 

MQP projects. Instead of a falling weight on the ground a weighted sled was placed on the 

rocking arm and slid up and down the arm applying a force to the depower line to stall the kite. 

This was the most consistent depower system and with some design changes could become even 

more consistent.  

 

6.1.3 Motor and Solar Panels 

More research needs to go into this method of depowering the kite, since it does not 

depend on outside forces, such as gravity or the force of the lever arm. Because of this 

independence, this method is the most efficient at this time, although it also requires outside 

power sources. The proceeding MQP teams should determine the best parts to use for this 

application as well as calculate its feasibility and affordability. Once this is done, the parts 

should be purchased and the method tested. 

 

6.2 WINDMILL WATER PUMP SYSTEM 
Much work still needs to be done on the new windmill water pump system as the idea for it 

was started just this year. Since this year’s team only managed to build part of the system, it still 

needs to be tested and improved.  

 

6.2.1 Testing with the kite 

Testing the full windmill water pump system with a kite is important to the continued 

optimization of this project. First, it must be proven that the system functions outside of the 

laboratory setting and when powered by the kite. Second, the whole purpose is to have a system 

that is self-sufficient in that it will reel the kite out and then reel it in to reset. The two spool and 
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tab system described in the Methodology section of this report is one configuration that could be 

tested and refined. Another method would be the use of a motor powered by a solar panel to turn 

the spool back and reset the kite. 

 

6.2.2 New Testing Site 

When testing the windmill water pump system a significantly longer kite tether is used 

than on the rocking arm system. The trees and radio towers around the Blue Hill Observatory 

prevent the full 300 feet of line from being used. A new testing site with a large open area for 

testing should be found in order to field test the windmill water pump system. If this new site 

also has no radio wave interference the instrumentation for the rocking arm system would not 

need to be replaced. 

 

6.3 KITE POCKET 
A rod to stiffen the kite and help it depower correctly had been attached to the leading edge 

of the kite. Initially it was attached simply by duct tape, but this added significant weight to the 

kite and prevented it from flying in low speed wind. A temporary pocket was made by sewing a 

number of small loops to the leading edge of the kite for the rod to pass through. After numerous 

crash landings during testing both the temporary pocket and the rod broke. A new lighter rod 

should be made and a full sleeve pocket should be added to the leading edge of the kite. A light 

and flexible material should be used for the rod so that it will not increase the weight of the kite 

significantly and will bend during impact with the ground and not shatter.  
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8 APPENDIX 

8.1 APPENDIX A/TESTING NOTES 

Date Location 
People in 

Attendence 
Wind Conditions Kite Placement Notes 

5/14/2014 
Jay D.'s House 

Charlton, MA 

D. Olinger,                           

R. 

Mazurkiewicz 

Light Wind; v = 5 mph N/A Kite didn't fly 

5/15/2014 
Jay D.'s House 

Charlton, MA 

D. Olinger,                           

R. 

Mazurkiewicz 

Light Wind; v = 5 mph N/A Worked on instrumentation 

5/28/2014 Blue Hills 

D. Olinger,                           

R. 

Mazurkiewicz 

Rainy and Stormy N/A 
No kite flying; Set-up 

delivered 

5/29/2014 Blue Hills 
D. Olinger,                           

C. Chase 

Light Wind;                            

v = 7-8 mph 
For NE winds Difficulty flying kite 

6/4/2014 Blue Hills 
D. Olinger,                           

C. Chase 
Light Wind; v = 5 mph For NE winds 

No kite flying; Worked on 

pump set-up and 

instrumentation 

6/6/2014 Blue Hills 
D. Olinger,                           

C. Chase 

Marginal Wind;                    

v = 8-10 mph 
For WNW winds 

Kite flew alright; Tested 

different depower 

methods; Depower line to 

LE of kite doesn't work - 

causes too big of a stall; 

Added new rods to LE of 

kite to make stiffer 

6/11/2014 Blue Hills 
D. Olinger,                           

C. Chase 

Marginal Wind;                    

v = 8-10 mph 

For NE to ENE 

Winds 

Depower lines attached to 

bottom of 3 flow cells and 

then attached at single 

point; method worked if 

stall line was pulled about 

3' 

6/25/2014 Blue Hills 
D. Olinger,                           

C. Chase 

GoodWind;                            

v = 10-12 mph with 25 

mph gusts 

For SW to W 

winds 

Depower lines attached to 

bottom of 3 flow cells and 

then attached at single 

point again; Did not stall 

with arm up since AOA 

does not change much; 

Tried depower method by 

attaching lines to the top of 

the load cells which causes 

too great of a stall 
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8/12/2014 Blue Hills 
D. Olinger,                           

C. Chase 

Good wind;                            

v = 10-12 mph with 20 

mph gusts 

For S wind 

New stall method - attach 

stall line to top and bottom 

of two outside flow cells 

so that the cells close; This 

is used instead of changing 

kites AOA like previous 

methods; Worked well; 

Kite got caught in tree and 

tore 

9/14/2014 Blue Hills 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Marginal Wind;                    

v = 8-10 mph 

For N to NW 

winds 

MQP team learned set-up; 

Instrumentation was 

checked - problem with 

load cell 

9/28/2014 Blue Hills 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Light Wind; v = 5 mph N/A 

Re-installed pump; Load 

cell still doesn't work; 

Added tarp over pump 

resevoir 

10/5/2014 Blue Hills 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Marginal Wind;                    

v = 8-10 mph;              

dropped by end of day 

For winds W to 

WNW 

Tried pulley depower 

method; Wind was too 

light to lift arm, but when 

arm was lifted manually 

the depwoer method 

worked well; Discovered 

instrumentation is not 

working due to radio tower 

interference 

10/13/2014 Blue Hills 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Good wind;                            

v = 10-12 mph with 18 

mph gusts 

For winds SSW 

Realized that pulley 

method  causes the lever 

arm and kite to reach 

equilibirum; improved 

pump base using brackets 

and hose clamp 

11/16/2014 Blue Hills 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Light Wind;                            

v = 7-8 mph 

For winds S to 

SW 

Difficulty flying kite; 

Tried 3 kites together 

11/16/2014 

R. 

Mazurkiewicz's 

house;          

Norwich, CT 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Poor wind;                               

v  = 3-5 mph 
N/A 

Could use 200' of line, but 

kite wouldn't fly 

11/20/2014 

R. 

Mazurkiewicz's 

house;          

Norwich, CT 

D. Olinger,                           

2014/2015 

MQP Team 

Good wind;                            

v = 13 mph with 25 

mph gusts 

In direction of 

wind 

Measured the force needed 

to pull depower line - 5 lbs 

at v = 6mph 
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8.2 PROFESSOR OLINGER’S SPOOL DESIGN IDEAS 
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